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INTRODUCTION: AN INVITATION TO THE TEXT

What use is the household code of Colossians 3:18-4:1 to a modern American church

congregation? This short text (and those like it) have been used to advance many causes; both

political and social. It has impacted the movements of women’s equality, child rearing, and the

slave trade. Its clear instructions (given with apostolic authority) incite anger, smugness, moral

superiority, shame, and indignation. Just what place might such a passage have in today’s

Christian marketplace?

My goal is to provide a brief, but robust, look at how this text provides a rich opportunity

for theological exploration. First, I will discuss the cultural and societal setting of Paul and his

Colossian audience. I will show how the setting may effect the application of the text. Second, I

will outline a characteristic (or caricaturistic) tension of interpretation: the Liberationist approach

against the traditional approach. Thirdly, I will explore the theological foundations Paul uses in

constructing this text. I will conclude by applying my findings to my own congregational setting;

discussing how I would responsibly teach such a text to my congregation.

THE CONTEXT OF PAUL AND THE COLLOSIAN CONGREGATION

The Tension of Paul: Jew and Cultural Chameleon

Paul attests to his own Jewish belief in many places. He classically takes to task

Christians who believe one must become a cultural Jew in order to access Christ—by using

Jewish Scripture and Jewish theology to undermine their position. One must understand Paul



through his own Jewish cultural background and setting; because he accesses it as he encourages,

rebukes, and exhorts his audiences.

While it is important to recognize Paul as a Jew, it is equally important to recognize his

Christian missionary impulse. Paul cares about the survival of the Jewish faith given to Gentiles,

rather than the survival of the Jewish culture. He is convinced that salvation cannot come

through the Jewish culture, if it is understood as the saving agent; because it removes Christ’s

saving work from center. “Paul’s missionary policy was to win as much of the Gentile world for

Christ as was possible within his lifetime.”1 Perhaps this is best represented in his statement: “I

have become all things to all people, that by all means I might save some. I do it all of the sake

of the gospel, that I may share with them in its blessings.”2

As it relates to the household code, it is important to acknowledge that Paul indeed did

have a very Jewish (and Patriarchal) culture, and came from a Jewish society. But, the entire aim

of his ministry was to win people to Christ, and keep Jesus at the center of his message; leaving

behind the cultural norms which would hinder (or warp) an understanding of salvation through

grace and faith.

Paul as Pastor

Because Paul was a missionary, who took seriously the growing and developing of

communities of faith: he became a pastor of those developing communities.3 The epistle to the

Colossians must be understood as an occasional letter in which Paul exercises his pastoral

function (though Paul did not himself plant the church in Colossae). Though there is much

3 P. Beasley-Murray, “Paul as Pastor,” In Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, ed. Gerald F. Hawthorne, Ralph P. Martin,
and Daniel Reid (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1993), 654-658.

2 1 Cor 9:22-23, ESV. All quotes taken from ESV.

1 F. F. Bruce, “Paul in Acts and Letters,” In Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, ed. Gerald F. Hawthorne, Ralph P.
Martin, and Daniel Reid (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1993), 687.



speculation about a Colossian heresy to which Paul responds, much of his focus is on the

separation of Christian behavior from the surrounding normative pagan social order and

behavior. 4 It is in such a context that we find the household code. One must be careful to claim

that Paul was not a countercultural advocate for Christian households, as it seems to go against

the very grain of the pastoral letter to the Colossians. “The Colossians Household Code reflects

the values of its own world… Those who approach this material seeking a program that

repudiates its culture’s hierarchical social order will search in vain.”5 Perhaps Paul’s pastoral

approach makes him tend to be helpful, rather than utopian.

The Social/Cultural Context of Colossae

Colossae was a first century Roman city. We understand the normative heirarchy of

family (including slaves) to be Patriarchal of this society. The religious culture was heavily

influenced by both Roman and Greek polytheistic systems. Paul was ever wary of the influence

of such native Greek religious systems as Gnosticism, emperor worship, and astrological

disciplines. The household code can be understood against the backdrop of these Greek

philosophers, who believed that the household was the basic unit of the state, and therefore must

be defended from abuse and degradation.6 The apostles, especially Paul in his prolific occasional

letter writing, perhaps felt pressure to do the same. The first century Colossian context valued a

well ordered and tightly knit family unit.7

7 Henderson, 422-433.

6 Angela Standhartinger, “The Origin and Intention of the Household Code in the Letter to the Colossians,” Journal
for the Study of the New Testament 79 (September 2000), 119.

5 Suzanne Watts Henderson, “Taking Liberties with the Text: The Colossians Household Code as Hermeneutical
Paradigm,” Interpretation 60, no. 4 (October 2006): 423.

4 Paul J. Achtemeier, Joel B. Green, and Marianne Meye Thompson, “Paul and the Christians at Colossae: Colossians
and Philemon,” In Introducing the New Testament: Its Literature and Theology, 414.



As we will discuss next, many in the modern Liberationist camp set a perimeter around

the local Colossian context, as well as the personal context of Paul; and claim that the household

code is restricted to that specific ancient locale. Paul, they claim, was apt at knowing how to fit

the gospel to a culture; and the household code made this process easier. Traditionalists hold that

the code is essentially applicable to the modern household, and knowing the cultural/social

backdrop enables us to nuance its application.

TENSION OF INTERPRETATION

A Liberationist Interpretation

Liberationist supporters view the gospel as a significant means of bringing about a just

and worthy social order. It is no difficulty to see then how the household code might make one

bristle. The Scripture employs such commands as, “Wives, submit to your husbands… Children

obey your parents in everything… Slaves, obey in everything those who are your earthly

masters…”8 These commands seem to run contrary to the just and free social system that

Liberationists care so much about. As Gordon Zerbe and Muriel Orevillo-Montenegro explain in

their commentary:

Its effects in concrete terms are too numerous to imagine – its words of caution uttered at the

expense of the powerless (in this text: slaves, women and children). This text is one of the chief

planks used to support androcentric, patriarchal and classist perspectives. Indeed, this text gives

the prevailing status quo a religious legitimation – the conduct of all three lower positions (but

8 Col 3:18-22



only one of the superior positions) is motivated by religious means (confirming the social

legitimating function of religion).9

In my research, Liberationists tend to have some difficulties with accepting the

commands as legitimate for any other culture; or indeed even in its original setting. Liberationist

use of the household code is to degrade its usefulness by pointing out its cultural and social

context (in the negative), rewriting it (especially in wedding liturgy) to reflect an egalitarian

view, dismiss it as pseudograph, point to the damage it has done throughout the ages, or outright

reject the passage.10

Traditional Interpretation

For the Traditionalist, it is dubious to claim that Paul merely supports a patriarchal and

oppressive system in order to further the gospel; especially since the very core of Paul’s message

was the behavioral differences of the Christian community within the pagan social world. They

point first to the integrity of the passage, and its interpretation; and secondly address the content.

This is evidenced well in Martin’s Commentary:

“[S]ome see Paul as defending the status quo, while others point to revolutionary elements in the

teaching. Further, some who understand Paul to be blessing the social order of the day sharply

criticize him for failing to see and apply the implications of the gospel. Others find Paul simply

being true to God’s order for things, an order that goes back to creation. Clearly the issue is how

the Bible is interpreted and used.”11

11 Ernest D. Martin. Believers Church Bible Commentary: Colossians, Philemon. Herald Press: Scottsdale, 1993. 190.

10 Ibid., 298-299.

9 Orevillo-Montenegro, Muriel, and Gordon Zerbe, "The Letter to the Colossians," In Bible and

Postcolonialism: Postcolonial Commentary on the New Testament Writings, ed. Fernando F. Sevovia and

R.S. Sugirtharajah ( London: Continuum International Publishing, 2007), 297.



By claiming a higher doctrine of Scripture, Traditionalists give serious thought to the

implications of the commands of the household code. They claim that Paul is not endorsing an

existing system, but is rather teaching a counter-cultural understanding of the family unit. Proofs

are the similar household codes (not just from Paul, but also from Peter) to varying

congregations in different geographical locations.12 Thus, the Traditionalist finds the 1st century

Colossian patriarchy something that needs to be redeemed, and not thrown out altogether.

From that perspective, it seems the Traditionalist sources come to unoppressive and

domineering ideals (Admittedly, the Liberationist perspective would deny the possibility of an

“unoppressive” system in which anyone is subjugated on any level). Martin asserts that agape is

the rule for all who are in charge. Pleasing the Lord is the rule for all who are subordinate. “Thus

the appeal is to a higher motive than following social conventions.”13 The Traditionalist would

argue the household code correctly affirms hierarchy in the form of patriarchy, as long as Jesus is

the head of it all. “The apostle addresses both the weaker and stronger parties as if everyone

would be reading the text. While ‘stooping’ to address the slave, the posture does not change

while addressing the master.”14

Holding the Tension

The Liberationist and Traditionalist camps are perhaps simply represented in this work.

This is intentional for two reasons. First, a caricature of a position allows us to see the defining

features a bit more clearly. By representing these two positions in a reductionist way, we can

delineate how different they are. Second, the example forces us to look a little closer at the

14 John Eadie. Commentary on the Epistle to the Colossians, (1856; rpr., Grand Rapids, Zondervan: 1957), 268.

13 Ibid., 184.

12 Ibid., 180-185. Martin discusses this idea well, also synthesizing the household code into normative Christian
practice.



theology used by the Apostle to deal with a [probably] universal human experience: the

household.

THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE HOUSEHOLD CODE

Creation Theology

Immediately evident in the household code is the distinction between man and woman,

husband and wife. Though not explicitly mentioned until verse 4:1, the household code

nevertheless takes very seriously the created order of the Genesis creation story.15 This is clearly

evidenced in the other, similar, household codes of Ephesians 5, and 1 Peter 2. That being the

case, perhaps the argument for a “Christian” household ethic can be established through created

order. The Apostle seems adept in using his Jewish roots to establish a healthy and sanctified

patriarchal system. Indeed, he prefaces the household code with this exhortation, “Do not lie to

one another, seeing that you have put off the old self with its practices and have put on the new

self, which is being renewed in knowledge after the image of its creator.”16

Creation theology allows us to hold tension between established positions. It both affirms

the created order, as well as demands participation in the Imago Dei and good equality of all

people. Despite differences in the modern Christian community over how to read or apply the

household code; all Christians ought to affirm Paul’s use of creation theology.

Christ as Lord

16 Col 3:9-10

15 Paul’s pervasive use of creation theology throughout his epistles is clearly documented and discussed in: J.R.
Levison, “Creation and New Creation,” in Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, ed. Gerald F. Hawthorne, Ralph P.
Martin, and Daniel G. Reid, (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1993), 189-190.



Paul’s affirmation, or critique, of the existing patriarchal system must be seen through his

understanding of the sovereignty of Jesus. The household code must be understood as an

application of the lordship of Christ. In every instance found in the code, the weaker party is

addressed first. Wives, children, and slaves must use their submission as a way to please the

Lord. Stronger parties are addressed afterward. Husbands, fathers and masters must represent the

Lord. “Without challenging hierarchy per se, the writer does introduce a new echelon of

authority, another ‘lord’ strategically positioned above the entire household structure.”17

Everyone in the Christian household could expect that Jesus was running the system, not the

visible male head of house.

The work of Jesus then allows for us to place the Colossian household code in

conversation with other powerful passages that show the outworking of Christ’s death and

resurrection, his saving and reigning work.18 Well-worn examples of this are both Colossians

3:11 (“Here there is not Greek and Jew, circumcised and uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian,

slave, free; but Christ is all, and in all.”), and Galatians 3:27-28 (For as many of you as were

baptized into Christ have put on Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor

free, there is no male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”). Both interpretive methods

of the household code “must preserve the writer’s agenda for Christian transformation in light of

that lordship.”19 We all must take into consideration, no matter how the text is interpreted or

applied, that the Apostle Paul sought to measure the existing system against the perfect servant

leadership of Jesus Christ. There can be no room for any other ideology trumping Jesus.

19 Henderson, 422.

18 Most commentators who might identify with the Liberationist or Feminist perspective show the inconsistency
between 3:11 and the actual household code. However, the development of intersectionality has made the
proposition that such comparison is unfair to the text. For an excellent example see: Marianne Bjelland Kartzow,
“Asking the Other Question: An Intersectional Approach to Galatians 3:28 and the Colossian Household Codes,”
Biblical Interpretation 18 (2010): 364-389.

17 Henderson, 424.



Apocalyptic Expectations

The reigning Lordship of Jesus was certainly a theological conception for dealing with

social structure and hierarchy. This is only overshadowed in usage by the apocalyptic expectation

of the Apostle for the return and judgment of Jesus. Thus he commands that people treat one

another with kindness and compassion, “knowing that from the Lord you will receive the

inheritance as your reward. You are serving the Lord Christ. For the wrongdoer will be paid back

for the wrong he has done, and there is no partiality.”20

While maintaining that Jesus was the invisible lord over the entire household, Paul’s

promise (and firm expectation) was that Jesus would someday soon be the visible head. As such,

there will be public reward and retribution for those who have lived according to His servant

leadership. Those who are insidious servants, or oppressive masters, ought to fear retribution

from Jesus in His coming appearance. “The warning of a future judgment (3:24-5) underlines the

seriousness of Paul’s concern.”21

While interpretation and application of the household code may vary from community to

community in the modern landscape; Paul certainly expects us to hold fast to an apocalyptic

vision of Jesus’ coming judgment. This coming fulfilment of His lordship ought to deeply impact

the way we treat one another in our households.

CONCLUSION: A CONGREGATIONAL APPLICATION

My congregation is a small, but growing, Christian community; comprised of different

theological and practical leanings. In short, we are a dynamic community. When it comes to the

21 Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, “Colossians,” In The Pauline Epistles, ed. Loveday Alexander, et al. (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2010) 214.

20 Col 3:24-25



interpretation of the household codes, I must find a way to teach that Scripture that is dynamic

enough to accommodate the needs of my congregation. It is important to me that a pastor, such

as myself, does not sacrifice true conviction for the sake of pacifying a congregation. But this

matter of the household code can be incredibly divisive. Caution is urged if maintaining a

dynamic congregation is important to the church leadership.

I must admit that my own leanings tend towards the traditionalist caricature I have

represented in this paper. But, by uncovering the theologies that Paul uses to deal with first

century Colossian household issues; I think we have the ability to speak to those same issues

today. A congregant in my church who is convicted towards a more egalitarian ideal must still be

able to understand and apply creation theology, the lordship of Jesus, and His return to their own

house.

Much scholarly work has been completed in rendering the Colossian household code

(along with other difficult sections of Scripture) into complete agreement with an existing social

construct (like patriarchy, feminist or liberationist ideals, etc.). My contention with any in my

own congregation is that Scripture is demanding more of us. Creation theology asks us to admit

both the imago dei, as well as created order. Christ’s lordship asks us to admit both our own

ruling over others, and a command to rule over others as Christ rules over us. Finally,

apocalyptic expectation demands that we all live with the understanding that Jesus will bring

riches and reward, and also retribution on behalf of the oppressed, for all of our actions. It is in

the best interest of others, as well as our own, for our love and service to be our mode of

command.
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